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About This Game

Super Grav is a retro gravity cave flyer for 1-4 players, featuring single player or co-op multiplayer missions, racing and
dogfighting.

With fast-paced, super smooth 60fps gameplay, pixel-perfect collision detection and that ‘just right’ feel to the physics, Super
Grav offers a true test of skill, precision and reflexes. Dodge enemies and bullets, navigate caverns to complete Missions either

solo or co-op, battle deathmatch in Dogfight mode or see who can complete 3 subterranean laps the fastest in Race mode.

Back by popular demand, with graphics inspired by the 8-bit and 16-bit era of gaming, Super Grav is an extended remake of
DemonStudios founder James Shaughnessy’s very own first game and 1998 Net Yaroze coverdisc hit, Gravitation.

Features:

Pixel-perfect collision detection and super smooth 60fps gameplay

Single-player Mission and time trial Race modes
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Local multiplayer split-screen up to 4 players, in either co-op or versus Mission mode, and Race, Dogfight or Pod
Hunter versus modes

Steam Leaderboards and Achievements - compete with friends for the best Mission scores and fastest Race times and
watch their full replays

Steam Cloud Saves - progress and all 'local' scores and replays are all sync'd in the cloud

Textbook 1, 2 or 3-Star rating on each mission - aim to 3-Star all missions individually and ultimately all in a single run

27 Mission maps, 9 Race maps, 3 dedicated Dogfight maps, plus a bonus of all 9 original Gravitation maps + more

PowerUp Pods offer weapon upgrades such as triple shot and rapid fire, or strike an opponent with a Negative PowerUp
such as reverse steering or gravity!

Watch full replays of the action at any time, with automatic saving of record-breaking Mission and Race replays

Lots of configuration options in versus modes, such as disabling weapons and ship-to-ship collisions which is great for
really pure racing

Handicap system: add weight or weapons to help balance versus modes for differing player skill levels

An original chip tune music soundtrack by DaveDexterMusic

Supports lots of popular game controllers

Game Modes:

Mission - Find and return all crates back to their bases - playable in single-player or multiplayer in either co-op or versus
mode

Race - Race laps around the caverns through the gates against the clock - playable in single-player time trial or
multiplayer race mode

Dogfight - Multiplayer deathmatch mode

Pod Hunter - Multiplayer PowerUp Pod scavenge

Super Grav - the retro arcade gravity game that’s great fun chasing high-scores in single-player and even more fun in local
multiplayer!
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Title: Super Grav
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing
Developer:
DemonStudios
Publisher:
DemonStudios
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Windows Vista / Windows 7

Processor: 2GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280 or ATI Radeon HD 4850

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 256 MB available space

English
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Super Grav is a great retro gravity game. The multiplayer and leaderboards are a cool aspect to the game.
There's something about gravity games that appeal to me going back to Thrust on the C64, which I played for hours. I think it's
the challenge and the feeling of satisfaction when you master a level.. Awesome. It's been almost a decade since I last played
this game on a Playstation Magazine demo disk, and the game is still as good, if not better than I remember. The challenge is
just as great, and the game is just so much fun to mindlessly play for hours. I absolutely recommend buying this game if you
ever played the original Gravitation, and I still recommend it even if you didn't. Amazing work.. yer it's a good game alot of fun
with 1 or more players..

only thing i wished was that you could configer the contorlers i keep trying to use the flappy paddles to go forwards and back
woulds (old habbits) i finding it hard to get my head around having to use 'A' button for forwards and 'Y' button for revers arrr.
getting there theo.. is good theo pleased i got it and we love it..

i would defantly buy it again if i had too :). Pshhhhhhhhhhh pchew pchew pchew BOOM.

It's finally back baby!

I fully intend to flesh this review out as soon as I have time, in the meantime suffice to say Super Grav is completely faithful to
the original Gravitation with a host of new features I've loved trying out on the demo :)

Grab it in the sale if you can!. Great stuff. Gravitation back in business.
Review writing with an element of nostalgia, so bear that in mind.
I played the original Gravitation on the Net Yaroze demo disc way back, and a couple of us played the dog fighting mode a lot.
The simplicity of the design made it easy to get into, but tricky to master.

So when I heard a reworked version was available on Steam and Mobile, I thought I'd give it a go for \u00a37; expecting to only
play it for a little while I've been going back to it quite a lot, and certainly will continue to do so. The main draw for me is
probably the leaderboard set up, more on that below.

There are two main single player modes:
Mission:
Needing to clear the screen of enemy ships and delivering crates to set areas. It's a tricky mode so even though there are only 18
missions here, it takes multiple attempts to master them.

Race:
This is the main draw for me, there are 27 maps which have numbered gates to race through. The addition of a global
leaderboard makes this mode more interesting as you can keep going on a map until you're moving up the leaderboard. Another
interesting feature is that all replays for top times can be watched for any of the top times. Really handy to get pointers on how
to improve your own times.
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Then there's up to 4 player local co-op,. which I'm yet to try, but will give it a Steam Link bash soon to update the review.

The only slight issues I've had with the game so far are:
- That it doesn't tend to recognise my main controller as 'player 1', even though it is the first linked in my OS settings. Although
not too much of a hassle as unpluggging the second controller sorts it.
- There are very occassional frame drops, (on my PC at least), which can make the race mode difficult if they hit you at a bad
time.

+ I did have one more negative point above about controller support, but there has since been patched in support for this.
Thanks very much!

Great game, definitely deserves more of a following than it has... Perhaps a victim of not being seen much on release due to the
amount of FPS asset flip dross that gets released on Steam these days.. Ugly graphics which I can live with. But for two players
an xbox controller is required! Unreal!. It's practically OIDS!

I lost my youth to that game by FTL, who also made Dungeon Master. I had the Atari ST version, and you could design your
own levels and swap them with your one nutty friend. Oh the fun we had!

To be fair I have only played a few levels so far, but I can already tell this has the appropriate flavour. It isn't anywhere near as
sophisticated as OIDS, where you had to rescue wee robots that ran around, and avoid gravity suckers and giant bases, but it will
do until someone rediscovers how to create that classic.

Super Grav is one I will be happy to pop in and out of between mammoth sessions of No Man's Sky.
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yer it's a good game alot of fun with 1 or more players..

only thing i wished was that you could configer the contorlers i keep trying to use the flappy paddles to go forwards and back
woulds (old habbits) i finding it hard to get my head around having to use 'A' button for forwards and 'Y' button for revers arrr.
getting there theo.. is good theo pleased i got it and we love it..

i would defantly buy it again if i had too :). Not a bad game overall, minor complaint is not being able to change key bindings.
Great game for easy Steam Achievements .. Ugly graphics which I can live with. But for two players an xbox controller is
required! Unreal!. Not a bad game overall, minor complaint is not being able to change key bindings. Great game for easy
Steam Achievements .. Decent Gravity Power\/Gravity Force clone.. It's practically OIDS!

I lost my youth to that game by FTL, who also made Dungeon Master. I had the Atari ST version, and you could design your
own levels and swap them with your one nutty friend. Oh the fun we had!

To be fair I have only played a few levels so far, but I can already tell this has the appropriate flavour. It isn't anywhere near as
sophisticated as OIDS, where you had to rescue wee robots that ran around, and avoid gravity suckers and giant bases, but it will
do until someone rediscovers how to create that classic.

Super Grav is one I will be happy to pop in and out of between mammoth sessions of No Man's Sky.. Super Grav is a great retro
gravity game. The multiplayer and leaderboards are a cool aspect to the game.
There's something about gravity games that appeal to me going back to Thrust on the C64, which I played for hours. I think it's
the challenge and the feeling of satisfaction when you master a level.. Awesome. It's been almost a decade since I last played
this game on a Playstation Magazine demo disk, and the game is still as good, if not better than I remember. The challenge is
just as great, and the game is just so much fun to mindlessly play for hours. I absolutely recommend buying this game if you
ever played the original Gravitation, and I still recommend it even if you didn't. Amazing work.
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